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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is primarily concerned with obtaining L, bounds for 
solutions to second order parabohc equations of the form 
; = v . JQ, 2, u, Vu) + F(x, t, u), (4 f,EQ, 
where all quantities are real, Q = D x (0, T), Q a bounded open set in R”, 
0 < T < co, and where the nonlinear map 9 may have a nonlocal nature to 
the extent that 8 may depend functionally on u( ., t), i.e., 9(x, r, u) = 
9(x, t, u(., t)) ( see also the work of H. Amann [Z, 31). For example, 
one could have 9(x, 1, U) = F(x, t, u(x, t), u(x, t)), where U(X, r) = 
fn &A-, y) g(u(.y, c)) dy and where F: Q x RZ + R’ and g: R’ --f R’ are 
continuous functions. This is exactly the situation that would occur if we 
were to solve the system of equations 
O=du+g(u) 
g = Au + F(x, t, u, u), 
with appropriate boundary conditions, by eliminating v from the problem. 
Problems of this type arise in certain mathematical models for carrier 
transport in semiconductors [ I&20 J. 
The buundedness restriction on 52 is convenient but not essentiaL We 
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will assume that &2 is the disjoint union of 80, and %2, and that the 
following boundary conditions are imposed: 
u(x, t) = 0, (x, t) E aa, x Ilo, n (2) 
v(x) e&(x, t, u, VU) + G(x, t, U) = 0, (x, t) E aa, x co, T), (3) 
where v(x) is the unit outward normal vector at x E &2. 
Our main hypotheses are parabolicity and a boundedness requirement 
on 9+(x, t, U) E max(O, sgn u(x, t)) .5(x, t, U) in the space L,(Q): 
(i) P .JZ(x, t, U, P) 20 V(x, t, u, P)E Q x R’ x R” 
(ii) uG(x, t, U) > 0 V(x, t, u) E Q x R’ 
(PW 
Il~+(.* t, u)ll G s(t)f(IIU(-r t)ll), @ND) 
where G(t) = St, g(r) dz < cc for all t < T and f is a nondecreasing Lipschitz 
continuous function on [0, co). Here, as elsewhere in this paper, 11 II
denotes the L,(B) norm. Norms in other spaces are sometimes denoted by 
using the symbol for the space, say X, as a subscript: (I /Ix. 
Our primary objective is to generalize the following simple result for 
ordinary differential equations. Suppose du/dt = F(t, u) where the function 
8 satisfies IF(t, u)l 6 g(t) f(lul), then 
(4) 
In particular if Jg g(r) dz < j;tco,, f(c)-’ do then u(t) is uniformly bounded 
for all t > 0. The fact that (4) generalizes to certain parabolic equations was 
shown by Kaplan [lo] by comparison with the correspqnding ordinary 
differential equations. That is, in other words, by means of the maximum 
principle. Comparison methods in the study of nonlinear parabolic 
equations go back at least as far as the classic work of Kolmogoroff, 
Petrovskii and Piscounov [ 111, Nagumo and Simoda [ 171, and Westphal 
[22]. The pertinent basic result is contained in the so-called Nagumo- 
Westphal Lemma [21]. In order to apply it, one presupposes that one is 
dealing with a problem having classical solutions (although comparison 
theorems can also be obtained for certain weak solutions [ 12, 13]), thus 
excluding, for example, such a situation as where 9(x, t, U) = 
x(x) f(u(x, t)), where x is the characteristic function of a subset of Q. 
Another prerequisite is that the terms in the equation be continuously dif- 
ferentiable with respect to u (see, e.g., [7, p. 1873) or that they at least 
satisfy something like a one-sided Lipschitz condition (see, e.g., [21, 
p. 1871). Nevertheless, one can neither deny the successes nor the intuitive 
appeal of this method which is one of several techniques used in the study 
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of nonlinear partial differential equations characterized by the use of dif- 
ferential inequalities. For a list of half a dozen of such techniques, together 
with some references, the reader is referred to a paper by Levine [ 151 
which is concerned with conditions for “blow-up” of solutions rather than 
their boundedness. Yet another such technique is, of course, Lyapunov’s 
direct method. For a discussion of this method as it relates to infinite 
dimensional dynamical systems, the reader is referred to the works of Hale 
[S] and Auchmuty [4] as well as Henry’s book [9]. One might expect 
this technique to be better suited to equations involving discontinuities or 
nonlocal dependence on the unknown solution. We hope to show that this 
is indeed the case. As a matter of fact, we hope to show that our modified 
Lyapunov method is effective even in the absence of such complications. 
The Lyapunov functional which is usually used in the study of parabolic 
equations yields information on the H’(Q) norm and consequently, by 
Sobolev’s embedding theorem, on the L,(Q) norm in case the dimension 
n = 1. Our approach will be to introduce a family of functionals, ( Vk jk a “, 
for which lim, _ oD [ Vk] “2k is defined and gives us direct information on 
the L,(Q) norm by using the well-known fact that lim,, x jlo~lL~co, = 
II4 L,(Rj. We illustrate this by means of a simple example. Consider the 
problem 
4x, 1) = du(x, f) +f(ub, t)), (x, t) E Q x lo, 02 ), 
(5) 
u(x, t) = 0, if xEaQ and t>O. 
Let F(U) = s;; f(a) dg, then the usual Lyapunov functional for this problem 
becomes 
w(t) = 1, [; (Vu)’ -F’(u)] d-x. 
Indeed, dW/dt = --la r.4: dx so that we have 
s, (Vu)*dx~2W(O)+2jnF(u(x, t))dx, (7) 
yielding a bound on Ilull H, (RI in case F(a) is uniformly bounded for all 
CJER’. Now suppose that we define fo(u)=max(jf(u)l, I,f(-u)l) and 
For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that u > 0, f(0) = 0, SE C ‘(R), 
and If’(a)1 G k, for all G. If we formally evaluate dV,/dt we obtain 
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The integration by parts is allowed by the fact that &(a) = O(o) at the 
origin. The derivative of the factor in the brackets is 
4k2 2kfbtu) > o 
foo2-fooz' 
for k > ko/2. 
Therefore, Vk(t)“2k < V,(O) ‘lZk for t > 0 and k 2 k,/2. Taking the limit as 
k -+ cc we obtain, after some simple manipulations, 
and thus giving direct information on the maximum modulus of u( ., t). We 
also observe that using (7) and (8) together furnishes information on the 
growth of the H’(Q) norm even in cases where the function F fails to be 
bounded from above. 
In the next section we will introduce pertinent notation and hypotheses 
as well as state the results. The hypotheses will be stated in such a way as 
to avoid a lengthy technical preparation on matters of local existence, 
uniqueness, and regularity of solutions. This will have the additional 
advantage of making the results applicable to a wider variety of problems. 
The proof of the main result will be given in Section 3. 
2. NOTATION, HYPOTHESES, AND RESULTS 
We begin by introducing some notation. The set Sz x (0, to) will be 
denoted by Q, and 62 x (a, 8) will be denoted by Q,, 8. If u(x, t) is a 
function, u( ., t) E L,(Q), then the corresponding capital letter, in this case 
V, will denote the map V: (0, to) -+ L,(a) defined by V(t) = u( ., t). Similar 
notation will be used for F-valued functions, so that if u( ., t) E W,!(G) for 
each to (0, to) and p =V,u then P: (0, to) + L,(sZ)“. The class of all 
functions VEC~(Q,) for which supp v and (Szx {O})u(ax { T>)u 
(XZD x (0, to)) are disjoint is denoted by Cg(&). The closure of this in the 
space w,!(a) is a subspace which will be denoted by w,!,(a). In what 
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follows, we will take qiE [l, co], i= 1,2, and pi= (qi/(qr- 1)) (if qi= 1 
thenp,=co, ifq,=co thenp,=l). 
Our results will be applicable to weak solutions provided they are suf- 
ficiently regular. The need for this regularity stems from two facts. First of 
all, we are interested in results on essential boundedness of solutions and 
therefore it is reasonable to restrict ourselves to problems which have local 
solutions in L,(g). Second, our method makes use of Lyapunov-like 
functionals Y(u) and so, in order to have (d/&f V exist for almost all t and 
have V absolutely continuous, we also require that U: [O, 7’) -+ L,(Q) is 
locally Lipschitz continuous ( UE Lip( [0, T), L,(Q))). We note that since 
L,(n) is not reflexive U may be nondifferentiable on a set of positive 
measure in (0, T). We could have used L,(a), 1 < r < 03, instead of L, (Sz) 
in which case U would be differentiable a.e. in (0, T). This would have 
made the work a little easier, but not much. We are influenced by the fact 
that certain partial differential equations, such as the porous medium 
equation, have a more natural setting in L,(m). 
We will use L,,,(Qe, a) to denote the Banach space of measurable 
functions w  with norm {jf [SD jw(x, r)/’ &I’/’ dt} ‘Is. Incidentally, by Pettis’ 
theorem [23 J w(t) is a strongly measurable L,(O)-valued function and 
hence WE L,((O, T), L,(Q)). 
The reader who is only interested in how this work applies to classical 
solutions may read this paper using that interpretation of the word 
“solution.” In that case, several of the lemmas may be bypassed or at least 
become trivial. We may, however, use the following definition. 
DEFINITION. A real valued function u on Q is a solution of ( 1 )-( 3) if 
0) U~LiptC0, T), L,(Q)), n3 1. 
(ii) For each O<r,<T we have ueL,(Q,,) and PEL~,,~,(Q,,), 
where p = Vu. 
(iii) For each O<t,<T we have ~,(x,t,u,Vu)~L,,,,(Q,,), and 
G(x, u) E Lp2.,@%, x (0, t, )I. 
(iv) u is continuous on the interior of Q or u is a member of the 
Sobolev space W:(Q). If ‘IC = 1 we also require that U(t) is a separably 
valued function into L,(n). 
(v) For each $ E C;(Q) we have 
J&(X, t, u, VU) g - Y(x, t, u) i/5 dx dt 
i 
x, u) I) dS dt, (9) 
(vi) 11 U(t)\1 is continuous from the right, 
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where we have, as we will in the future, used the convention of summation 
over repeated indices when that is clear from the context. We note that the 
condition (iii) would, in practice, follow from growth and continuity 
conditions which would, for example, imply that (u, P) + J&(X, t, U, P) is a 
continuous map from L,(Q,,) x LY2,41(Ql,)n into LP2,P,(Qr,), etc. We also 
note that if we do not mind using fractional order Sobolev spaces, 
the requirement on G can be weakened to G( ., u( ., t)) E L,,((O, t,), 
Wp;‘~J’~(iX2)). Condition (vi) is needed for technical reasons but may often 
be removed. We will return to this point later. 
As might be expected, there is some technical difficulty associated with 
having mixed Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. We therefore 
assume smooth boundaries in that case: 
If 1%2,#&2 or aS2,f 0 then we assume that 852 is a C’ 
manifold and 8(X2,), the boundary of &2, in 352, is a Cl 
submanifold of X2. WW 
These smoothness conditions can be weakened to piecewise smooth, and 
probably even to Lipschitz continuous (as in [ 181) at the expense of more 
work. 
From the hypothesis (BND) it is clear that we may define the function 
C(R)=sup((f(B)-f(a))/(B-a): O<a<B<R}. 
Before we go on to the statements of the results, we need to introduce a 
quantity p(Y) which in some sense measures the amount of “nonlocalness” 
of 9 relative to its growth. Our definition of p will depend on the 
particular functionsfand g chosen in (BND). Of course, if so inclined, one 
can make the definition independent off and g by taking an infimum. In 
our case, this would serve no purpose since f and g appear in the 
statements of our main results. Nevertheless, we will use the notation ~(9) 
which does not include reference to f and g. First, we define the set 
Q(p, u)= {xEQ: I@)> r4ull,f(4x))>0} 
x{t:O<t<T,g(t)>O}cQ,. 
Next, we define 
P&P)= sup ess sup Cg(t)f(4x))l-’ I~+h t, u)l 
US Lo(R) (x. I)E Q(P, u) 
Obviously, p(9)< 1 if 9 is a local operator. Also, p,(9) < 
sups20 f (s)/f(ps) so that if we know that B is of polynomial growth in U, 
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that is to say IlS(x, t, u)\l < g(t)[a+bJlul(‘] for some constants a, 6, c>O, 
then ~((9) d 1. We collect these facts in the following. 
LEMMA 1. If 9 satisfies (BND) then ~(9) < lim,,, , sup{f(s)/f(~s): 
s b 0, p d T < 1 >. Moreover, if 9 is a locat operator (i.e., F(x, t, u) = 
9(x, t, u(x, t))) or if it is of no more than polynomial growth with f(s) = 
a+bs’ with a,b,caO, then ~(9)<1. 
We can now state our main result. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that u is a solution of ( l)-(3) and suppose that 
hypotheses (PBY), (MDN), and (BND) are satisfied. Then 
for all t E [0, T). In purticular, u will be uniformly bounded on Q if one of the 
following holds: 
(i) j: f(a)-’ da= co for all a>0 andgEL,(O, co). 
(ii) f(O)=O, gELr[O,co), and liu(.,O)\\ is sufficiently small, more 
wcise!v, is j;P,,., ojll f(o)-’ da > p(s) i; g(T) dz. 
To illustrate how ~(9) can depend on the choice of,f consider the case 
9(x, t, u) = F( (QI -’ jn u dx) where 
s if Ods<l 
F(s) = 
1 if l<s<2 
2N--l(1 +s-29 if 2N<~<2iV+ 1, N= 1,2, . . . 
2N if 2”+ I <~<2~+‘, N= 1, 2, . . . . 
Let g s 1. We may choose f(s) = s so that ~(9) = 1 or we may choose 
f= F in which case, as the reader can easily verify, ~(9) = 2. 
3. PROOFS 
We will begin this section by assuming that f(o) > Pomin( 1, cr) for some 
constant p,, > 0 and all u >, 0. This can of course always be arranged while 
maintaining (BND). Since f  is Lipschitz continuous and therefore differen- 
tiable a.e. we can define 
f!f(a) = k” 
if O<a<a, 
f(%) + I& min(k f’(7)) dT if CJ>X~, 
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where ~,=sup{cr: ko<f(o) VO<o<a}. We note that fk(o)=f(a) for 
0 E [a,, R] provided k > C(R). Next we define 
where the dependence of ZZJu) on R has been suppressed. If 1.4 = U(X) we 
also use the notation Hk. Jx) = Hk(u(x)) and set Hk(0) = 0. 
LEMMA 3. For any fi > ~(9) and u E L,(Q) we can find a k, > 0, k,, = 
k&i, u), such that for all k > k, we have 
15JbHk.U(x)f~(U(x))-'B(x,f,U)dx~l(g(l)SnH,,.(x)dx. (11) 
Proof: Let 0 < p < 1. We partition Q into three parts and assume 
u & 0: Q&S = {XEG? o< [u(x)1 <S}, 52, p= (xd2: S<lu(x)l <pIlull}, 
’ and Q,, m = {x4?: pIlull < lu(x)l}. w  e accordingly divide I into three 
parts, 4,. 6, 1,. p, and 1,. m which are respectively the integrals over a,,, 
a 6,p9 and Q, COe We choose p > l/2 and sufficiently large so that p,(9) < 
~(9) + E, where E = f(j - p(F)). This then means that Z,, oo < (p(F) + E) 
Jo Hk, Jx) dx. Next we note that the validity of the statement of this lemma 
is independent of the choice of R. Hence, if we choose R = pIlull then 
fa H,, Jx) dx > f exp 
%.z 
[ - 2k f,c:::, fk(a)-’ do 2 mes 52,. m. 
If we take 0 < 6 < 1 and k so large that k > C( [lull) and 
f(O)[k-C(Ilull)]-‘<6 (so that ak<a) then for XESZ,,~ 
d fk(t&t))-’ eXp -2k 
[ f 
PIlUll 
(ko)-’ ds 
lU(XJl 1 
<p;‘(u(x)I -l p-211uII -2(u(x)(Q4p;’ 6llull -2. 
Therefore Z,, 6 < 4 f( [lull) g(t) p;‘ll~ll-~ 6mesl2, so that by choosing 6 
sufficiently small we may ensure that Z,,, d <&g(t) mes Q,, m. Since 
fk(c) <f (0) + Co with k > C = C( )I u/I ) we have on Od,P 
< fk(b)-l exp 
[ f 
PIlUll 
-2k (f(O) + Co) -’ da ,u(x), 1 
~fk(~)~1~(f(o)+C~U(~)~)/(f(o)+C~~~u~~)~2k’C. 
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This last term decreases monotonically to zero on a,, p as k -+ co, and 
consequently Id, p < sg( t) mes Sz,, Ixi for k sufliciently large, and therefore 
z< (P(S) + 3s) g(t) .F, Hk,u(X) dx = i%(t) Ja H,, Ax) h. 
We now proceed to obtain certain lemmas with the goal of managing 
one of our main technical difficulties, namely the lack of a general chain 
rule for weak derivatives. Unless u E W:(Q) or 71> 1 this difficulty is 
somewhat greater when it concerns derivatives with respect to t and will 
need a little bit of functional analytic preparation. 
If X is a Banach space (over R) then X* will denote the space of (real) 
continuous linear functionals on X and X** will denote the second dual. 
We will use the brackets (, ) both for the action of X* on X as well as the 
action of X** on X*. If V is a Lipschitz continuous function from [a, h] 
into X then V is a.e. differentiable provided X is reflexive. If X fails to be 
reflexive, we can still, in some sense, define a derivative using the weak 
topology: 
LEMMA 4. Let X be a Banach space and I’E Lip( (a, b), X). Let Y be a 
separable subspace of X*. Then there exist a set N, c (a, b) of Lebesgue 
measure zero and for each t # N, a unique W(t) E Y* such that 
(d/ds)(x*, V(s))j,,,= (W(t), x*) for all x* E Y. 
Proof: Let (x7: i = 1, 2, . ..} be a dense, countable subset of Y, and let 
Y, denote the linear manifold of all finite linear combinations of the x,*‘s. 
For each x,* , (x7, V) is Lipschitz continuous and hence differentiable for 
all tr&N,,mesNi=O.LetN,=lJ~?lNiandfor t$Nlet W(t)bethelinear 
functonal y + (d/ds) ( y, V(s) ) ( s = , defined on Y,. Since V is Lipschitz con- 
tinuous at t this defines a bounded linear functional on Y, which may be 
extended to a member of Y*. It is now easy to see that 
(d/ds)(y, V(s))],=,= (W(t), y) for all y in Y*. 
We will denote W(t) by vy(t) and when there is little chance of con- 
fusion we will simply denote W(t) by p(t). If X * is separable then we may 
take Y = X* and preclude any possible confusion. Incidentally, if X ** is 
also separable then by Pettis’ theorem p(t) is strongly measurable. Suppose 
uis a solution of (l)-(3), then ueL,(Q,,) forallO<t,<Tand hasa weak 
derivative au/at. If $ E CF(Qr) and we let Y be the separable subspace of 
L,(a) spanned by {$( ., t): 0 < t < T) then we can verify by means of the 
dominated convergence theorem that 
- [O’(ii,(t). Vt))dt=j-j-Q,u$dxdt= $$dxdt. (12) 
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LEMMA 5. Let HEC’(R’), ueL,(Q,,) for all O<t,<T and let 
#E L,(Q). Suppose that UELip((0, T), L,(Q)) and also that U is a 
separably valued function from (0, T) into L,(Q). Then 
(d/dt) Jn d(x) H(u(x, t)) dx = (o,(t), bH’(U(t))) whenever o,(t) exists 
provided we take Y to be any separable subspace of L,(n) which contains 
the span of (4 n:= 1 u(x, ti): 0 < ti < T, k = 1, 2, . ..}. 
Proof: Let a(t,, t,, . . . . t,) = Jn d(x) n;= i u(ti, X) dx, then &.t/atj= 
(d(x) ni,j u(ti, x), ii(t tj $ IV,. Hence (d/dt) a(t, t, . . . . t) = 
(nu(t, x)~-~ 4, 0(t)) for t4Nn and for any polynomial 9, 
(d/dt) Jn 49(u) dx = (P’(U) $, 0) a.e.. Choosing a sequence of poly- 
nomials {Pn} which converges uniformly to H in C’[ - K, K] where 
K = ess sup{ lu(x, t)l: (x, t) E Ql,} f or some t < tl < T and taking limits 
we have for t # N, 
(o(t), H’(U(t)) 4) 
= lim (O(t), PA(U(t)) 4) = lim - 
“-a, d l &%“,(U(t)) dx .+mdt R 
By the Mean Value theorem there is an q,h~ L,(Q,,) such that the above 
quantity can be written as 
lim lim ((sl,-H’)(q,h(x,t))h-‘(U(t+h)-U(t)),d) 
n-m h-0 
But h-‘(U(t + h)- U(t) is uniformly bounded in L,(Q) while (PL- H’) 
tends uniformly to zero since lvz(x, t)l <K, so the first term tends to zero, 
thereby proving that the second term converges to ( o(t), H’( U(t)) 4). 
DEFINITION. If W: (a, fi) --) L,(a) is a separably valued function, then 
[ W] will denote the closure of the span of all finite products of members of 
{W(t): a<t</l}. 
LEMMA 6. Let HE C*(R’) and let u be a solution of (l)-(3). Then 
aH’(u)/axj = H”(u) au/ax, in the distributional sense. 
Proof: Let +E C;(0) and let e(‘)= (hi,, Jiz, . . . . a,), where 6, is the 
Kronecker delta, then 
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= - H’(u)acpjax,dx 
s R 
= -1im il-~~~H’(u)h~‘I~(x+~e”))-~(x)] dx 
= lim 
s H’[u(x + he”‘, t) - H’(u(x, t))] h -‘d(x) dx h-0 Q 
= lim 
5 H”(qJx, t)) h- ‘[u(x + he”‘t) - u(x, t)] /,4(x) dx, h-0 R 
where v],,(x, t) lies between u(x, t) and u(x + he”‘, t) for each (x, t). Since 
u( ., t) may be approximated arbitrarily closely by C’(a) functions on the 
support of 4 it follows that qh( ., t) -+ u( ., t) in L,(Q) and hence there exists 
a sequence qh,( ., t) + u( ., t) a.e., and hence almost uniformly (Egorov’s 
Theorem). Given 6 > 0 we can find a set Q, c Q such that mes Q, < 6 and 
qh,( ., t) -+ u( ., t) uniformly on sZ\O,. Let xa be the characteristic function 
of Q\Q,. We then see that jn [aH’(u)/ax,] 4 d-x is equal to the limit as 
j+cc of 
s n 
x6( H” 0 qh,) h,- l [u(x + h,e”‘, t) - u(x, t)] 4 dx 
+ J H”(q,,(x, t)) h,: l [u(x + hie”‘, t) - u(x, t)] q4 dx. (13) % 
We claim that the functions h ~- ’ (u(x + he(‘), t) - u(x, l)j have equiab- 
solutely continuous integrals. To see this, let Q, = supp 4 and let c c Q, be 
arbitrary, then 
5 hp’lu(x+he”‘, t)-u(x, t)l dx 0 
where u, is a sequence of C’(S2) function which converge to u in the 
W:(Q) norm. If q > 1 we are obviously done. If q = 1 we can apply 
Vitali’s Theorem [ 18, p. 1521 or [S, p. 1221 to the sequence of functions 
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Q-G z): Q, x co, 13 + R’ which are defined by 0,(x, T) = 1 (&/Jax,)(x + rhe(‘))l 
and which converge to u(x, z)= I(8u/ax,)(x+rhe(‘), t)l in L,(s2, x [0, 11) 
since 1: Jn, I ( u x, T) - u,(x, ~)l dx dz < Jn Iu(x, 0) - L),(x, O)l dx. But 
the functions IH”(r],,(x, t)) & x )I are uniformly bounded on Sz for all j, and 
therefore the last term in (13) can be made arbitrarily small by restricting 6 
and hj to sufficiently small values. We have 
I [ dH’( u)/axi] 4 dx R 
= lim 
s 
H”(u(x, t)) k’ [u(x + he”‘, t) - u(x, t)] 4 dx. 
h-0 Q 
But now, since we can approximate u arbitrarily closely in the Wl norm by 
C’(Q) functions we see that h-‘[u(. +he”‘, t)-u(., t)] + (&/8x)(., t) in 
L,(Q), thus completing the proof. 
Let us define Z,(t) = jn H,Ju(x, t)) dx. We claim that for almost all 
(E(O, T) 
dZ,Jdt = il, [H;(u) 9(x, t, u) - H;(u) J&(x, t, u, Vu) $1 dx 
I 
- 5 H;(u) G(x, t, u) dS. (14) dQN 
Since 2, is Lipschitz continuous it suffices to show that for any 
( E Com(O, T) we have 
I,’ -&c 2 dt = jjQ [ -[H;(U) 9(X, ty U) + [H:(U) c&(X, ty U, VU) E 
,1 
dx dt 
+ j* j [H;(u) G(x, t, u) dSdt. (15) 
0 m,&’ 
Now let $ be i(t) H;(u(x, t)). Let us define an admissible test function as 
any function rj on Q for which Eq. (9) holds, if need be, by changing 
fjpr 4dvQldO dx dt to 107 ( *WCv,, VO> dt. 
LEMMA 7. l(t) H;(u(x, t)) is an admissible test function. 
The proof is straightforward but rather tedious and therefore has been 
relegated to an appendix. In many cases, however, the lemma is very easily 
seen to be true. Suppose, for example, that u is a classical solution and 
hence c(t) H;(u(x, t)) E C’(Q) and is zero when 0 < t < 6, and D < f < T for 
some 6 > 0 and D >O. An inspection of Eq. (9) shows that cHb(u) is an 
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admissible test function since it is in the C’(Q) closure of C;(Q). If rr > I 
and either X2, = (zr or 8~2, = &2 then one can similarly show, quite easily, 
that [H;(u) is admissible. 
By Lemma 6 the right hand side of Eq. (15) coincides with the right 
hand side of Eq. (9) if $ is taken to be [H;(u). Now by Lemmas 7 and 5 
and the absolute continuity of (U, [H’J U)) this is equal to 
Now we choose a number ji > ~(9) and define 
Vk(t)=exp[ -2kjiG(t)]Z,(t). (16) 
This function is Lipschitz continuous and its derivative, for almost all 
t E (0, T), is 
dV,/dt = - 2kjig(t) V, + exp[ - 2kjiG( t)] dZ,/dt, 
which by Eq. (14) is equal to 
exp[ -2kjG(t)] 5 [H;(u) F(x, t, u)-2kjig(t) Hk(u)] dx 
R - s H;l(u)Ai(x, t,u,Vu);dx-j H;(u) G(x, t, u) dS R i in,\, 
But since 
ffL(u)= 2k sgn(u).fk(Mp’Hk(u) (18) 
H;(u)= [4k2-2kf;(lul)]f,(u)~~*H,(u) (19) 
with H;(O) = H;(O) = 0 and sincef; <k we have, using hypothesis (PBY ), 
dV,/dt < exp [ - 2kpG( t)] 
x 5 2Csgn(u) hAI )-’ F(x, t, u) - i&t)1 kff,(u) dx. R 
Unfortunately, we do not know that this quantity is nonpositive; Lemma 4 
does tell us that for each t (and corresponding U(t)) we know there is a 
k, = k,(t) such that dVJdt < 0 for k 2 k,. If we let Lk(t) = Vk(t)1’2k then 
L(t) = lim, _ oc L+(t) exists and since lim,, aollhllL,,o, = Ilh(l we have 
L(t) = (e- pG(r)) exp - j,tjlr,,l f(a)p’ da. 
409!138 I-2 
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We will show that L is nonincreasing. In view of (vi) in the definition of a 
solution if suffices to show that for each I, E (0, 7’) where U(r,) # 0 there 
exists an E > 0, 0 < E < minft,, T- f,), such that L is nonincreasing on 
(to - E, t, + E). First we show that for each I, E (0, 7’) where U(t,) # 0 there 
exists constants C > 0 and 0 <E ,< min(r,, T- I~) such that 
Lb(t) = V,(t) - ’ + ‘IZk v;( 1)/2/z < Cg( t) 
for all 1, -E < t < t, + E and all sufficiently large k. Using the definition of 
V, and the previously obtained bound on V; we see that it is enough to 
show that 
SC2 Cfi(l4-‘fwl)1 ffk(4X, fwx<C 
[SD H,(u(x, t)) dx]‘- VZk 
for It - t,( <E and an appropriate choice for E and all sufficiently large k. 
For each I we will write the quantity on the left hand side of this inequality 
as the sum of two terms: O0 3 fa,. ‘. dx/[fa Hk A]’ - l’Zk and 0, = 
I . . ’ dx/& H, dx] ’ - ‘IZk, where 
(%2: lu(x, t)l >/I} d h 
Q, = (~~52: Iu(x, t)l 6 A} and Q, = 
an w  ere 1 will be chosen later. First we choose b 
such that 0 < t, < b < T. Since UE Lip([O, b), L](Q)) it follows that for 
some choice of E > 0 we have 11 U(t)(lLlcn, > E for It- toI <a. Letting 
RO= sup()I U(t)/]: Jt - to\ <E}, it is easy to see that this implies 
lu(x, t)l 2 ie[mes Q] -’ = 1 on a set of measure at least fa/&. We may take 
E so small that 1< 1 and i&/R, < 1 and we may without loss of generality 
assume that R = 3, in the definition of Hk(u) (a change in the value of R 
merely changes L by a scaling factor). We have 
HkjU(X, t)) dx 3 +FIRo, for all /t--J <E. 
and therefore O0 < 2(2Ro/~)‘-11’k f(Ro)(mes Q)2(p,,~)-‘. Next we have 
$ (f(Ro)/poA)(mes ~3)“~~ exp $ In i + Ro- 1 1 
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We now let C=O,+O,, and we have tb(r)<Cg(t) on (t,-E, t,+t:). 
Suppose we now pick any a and b such that t, - E -c a < b < t, + E. We. can 
apply Fatou’s Lemma to obtain 
L(a) - L(b) = F+?L j” [Cg(t)- L;(t)] dt + C(G(a) - G(b)) 
* 
> hliminf[Cg(t)-L:.]dt+C(G(a)-G(b))>O, I u k-x 
and therefore we see that L is nonincreasing and hence 
Since p> ~(9) is arbitrary, we may let p decrease to p(9). Similarly, since 
p. > 0 is arbitrary and does not appear in (20) we may let p. decrease to 
zero. Taking the natural logarithm on both sides of (20) and rearranging 
the terms yields the main conclusion of Theorem 2. Conclusions (i) and (ii) 
of that theorem follow immediately. 
We see from the above proof that the only use made of (vi) in the 
definition of a solution is to exclude the possibility of a jump discontinuity 
in 11 U( t)ll of the form U(t,) = 0, lim, _ ,O+ /I U(t)\1 > 0. If, for example, we 
know that I/ U( t)ll is nowhere zero on [0, T) then we do not need (vi). It is 
also not difficult to see that if 9 is a local operator and J’(0) = 0 then V,, 
and hence Lk, is nondecreasing for each sufficiently large k. In this case the 
validity of (20) follows immediately and without any need of (vi). 
We can obtain a result much like Gronwall’s inequality for ordinary 
differential equations. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 2 is satisfied and 
.f‘(s) = as + /i’. Then it easily follows from this theorem that 
IIU(t)ll f(M+f3/a)e”~‘-“““‘-a/cr (2 > 0) 
II Wt)ll G M+ Pcl(S) G(t) (cl = 0). 
In particular, if g E L,(O, c;o) then u is uniformly bounded. 
This follows directly from Theorem 2. Next, we consider the case where 
f(0) = 0. Because f is assumed to be Lipschitz continuous, we have 
lim,,, {:f(a)~-’ do= co. If we also assume that g E L,(O, a) then small 
initial conditions will lead to uniformly bounded solutions. Indeed, suppose 
K is some positive number, then we can choose (/ U(O)11 so small that 
j 
K 
1 
7 
J’(a) - ’ da > p(F) g(t) dt, 
II L’(O)ll 0 
(21) 
and hence we have: 
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COROLLARY 8. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 2 is satisfied, 
f(0) = 0, ge L,(O, T), p(9) < 00. Let K be any positive number. Ifu(x, 0) is 
chosen such that 11 U(O)ll satisfies (21), then if u is a solution to (l)-(3) we 
have 11 U(t) 1) < K for all 0 < t < T. 
APPENDIX :PR~~FOF LEMMA 7 
The hypothesis that &2 and /I, the boundary between %2, and aQ,,, in 
%2 (p = a(aQ,) = a(aQ,)), are of class C’ means that there exists an open 
cover {Gi}iN,, of 8Q and bijective C’ maps $i: Gi + B, B= (XE R”: 
1x1 < l), such that both di and 4;’ have bounded first order derivatives 
and bounded Jacobians, and such that Gin an, = 0 for i = 1,2, . . . . Ni and 
GiniX2,=/zr for i=N, + 1, . . . . N,andG,n/-I#@fori=N,+l,...,N,and 
such that di(Gi n &2) = { XEB: x,=0), di(GinQ)= (xEB: x,<O). Also 
for i> N, (i.e., for the Gis which constitute an open cover for /I) we have 
di(Ginm)= {xEB: x,=0, x,20}, qSj(Ginm)= {xEB: x,=0, 
xi d O}. We define G, = Q u a”. Now { Gi}rZ,, is an open cover for 0 and 
we can find a partition of unity subordinate to this cover. That is to say, 
O<cr,~c,“(R”), supp criicGj, &cQ,- 1. Let [: R-, [0, l] be a C’ map 
such that i(x) = 0 if x < 0 and i(x) > 0 whenever x> 0. Next, let 
Xj(X1, x2, ..*, x,)=xj and 
x(x)= ? ~~,i(x)+ i &j(xKw4i(x). 
i=N~+l j  i=Nz+l j  
We see that x is a C’ function which is zero on m and positive on 
aQ\m. Since %2 is of class C’ it is easy to see there is an e0 > 0 and 
&,-neighborhood &,, such that each point x E NW can be represented in a 
unique way as x = z + V(Z), ---so < T <so, z E aQ, v(z) the unit outward 
normal at z. We denote z by n(x) and r by 6(x). Let p(z) be a C’ function 
on R’ which is zero on ( - co, - l] u [ 1, co) and positive on ( - 1, 1) with 
p(0) = 1, and define, for 0 < E < ao, 
if dist(x, 80) > so 
Z(X) + [6(x) + x(rc(x)) ~~p(S(x)/&)] v(x(x)) otherwise. 
When E = 0 we define T,(x) = x. T, is a C’ transformation which maps Q in 
a one-to-one fashion onto a larger region 52, which can be imagined to be 
obtained from Q by a deformation which moves the relative interior of a?, 
perpendicularly outward by a distance x(~F(x)) s3. We observe that 852, is of 
class C’ and that each point of aQ\m is an interior point of 52,. Next we 
construct a C’ map S, which maps 52 one-to-one onto itself such that aQ, 
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lies in the relative interior of S,(&?,). Loosely speaking, S, stretches X2,, 
and shrinks X2,. We define 
iftx) = $ C clij(.y) 
i-N*+1 j 
which is a nonnegative C’ function which is positive on /I. By choosing the 
cover {G,} appropriately we can ensure that jj is zero outside some open 
neighborhood ,p of /I. This neighborhood can be chosen so small that each 
point within has a unique representation x = h + ap(b) + rv(h), where h E /? 
and p(b) is the unit vector tangential to %2 and normal to j3, pointing 
out 0f a52,. We can choose a value 0 > 0 and t> 0 such that 4’ EE 
{h + ap(b) + tv(b): bE/?, 101 dc?, ItI < ?> c y4”. The uniqueness of the 
representation for sufficiently small r~ and r follows easily from the com- 
pactness and smoothness of /I: if it were not true then one could find two 
sequences of triples {(bi, cri, 5;)) and {(6,, gi, fi)} representing the same 
points xi with {o,}, {a,}, {ti}, and {fi} all tending to zero, but this will 
yield a contradiction by considering a subsequence for which Ibi- 6,l ’ 
(bj - 6,) tends to a vector tangent to /?. We next obtain a representation for 
points in ,q n dS2 by means of a relation T = Z(b, (T). To accomplish this, 
we may have to restrict 0 to an even smaller interval since although the 
appropriate value of Z(b, a) falls within [ -2, ?] at CJ = 0, namely 
Z(b, 0) = 0, this may not be true, say, at c = 8. However, by compactness 
of /? we can find a sufficiently small value for 5 such that for each 
cr E [ -5, c?] there exists a unique T E [ -7, i] such that b + ap(b) + 
u(b) E 22. This value of T will be denoted by Z(b, (T). By the implicit 
function theorem Z is a C1 function. Hence, we can find a value E, > 0, so 
small that every point within an &,-neighborhood of j? has a unique 
representation 
x = b + m(b) + [E(b, a) + T] v(b). 
We define, for 0 < E < Ed, 
S,(x) = x if (r > E, and otherwise 
b + (a + f(x) c3p(a/c)) p(b) + [E(b, D + f(x) c3p(a/c)) + T] v(b). 
The C’ map S, satisfies our aforementioned requirements. We now define a 
map J,: IV; D(O) + E’d(Q,) by first defining an extension w, for any 
w  E We,, ‘by setting w,(x) = w(x) for x E Q and w,(x) = 0 for x E Q,\Q. 
One easily verifies that w, E Wi(Q,). Now set J,w = w, o Tea S;‘. The 
important properties of J, w  are that J, w  E W;(Q) and J,M: E 0 on an open 
neighborhood of XI, and J,w -+ w  a.e. and in We as E -+ 0. Moreover, 
if w~L,(!2), lgrdcc then J,w+w in L,(Q) as s-+0. The first two 
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properties are obvious. The last two properties are shown as follows. 
Suppose w  E W,l(s2) and 1= 0 or I= 1. Given q > 0 there exist a function 
wrl E C’(a) such that IIw - wJ/ w;Uaj < ~1.5. For I = 0 one sees that J,: 
W,l(s2) -+ w:(D) has norm < 1; if l= 1 it is <N, E II( r, 0 S,)‘ll,., the matrix 
norm induced by the I” vector norm where l/r* = 1 - l/r. Since N, + 1 as 
E +O we can conclude J, has norm 92 if O<E< s0 where s0 is chosen 
sufficiently small. 1) J, wa - ~~11 w;~o~ < 2~/5 for sufficiently small E, so we 
obviously have I/ J,w - wI[ w;cnl < q. Let E be a strong 2-extension operator 
[l], u a solution on Q, and v(x, t)= i(t) H;(u(x, t)) and a,( ., t) = 
c(t) J,H;(u( ., t)). We see that u, is zero on an open neighborhood of S, = 
dSZ, x [0, r] u a x (0) u fi x { T} and hence, we should be able to find a 
6 > 0 so u, is zero on a b-neighborhood of SD, a C”(R) mollifier c(y) and a 
C@)(ZY) mollifier pp), 6 = b(s), whose supports have diameters less than 6. 
Take u(&) = pg) * (pi-‘) * Eu,). Clearly u(&) E C,“(Q). The u(‘)‘s are therefore 
admissible test functions. It follows from standard properties of mollifiers 
(see, e.g., [l]) and the dominated convergence theorem (used on the 
integration with respect to t) that if we set $ = ucE) in (9) and let E -+ 0 then 
all terms, except possibly the first one, converge to corresponding terms 
with u(” replaced by u. For example, in order to handle the term 
jJaT J&( h,b/ax,) dx dt if suffices to show that Zi = i; {so I(&‘“)/~xi) - 
(&/ax,)l’J* dx}yL“72 dt tends to zero as E -+ 0. For each t, u(‘)( ., t) + u( ., t) in 
II’&( so the integrand under the t-integral converges a.e. to zero. 
Properties of J, and mollifiers imply Il&~(“‘/ax~ll LU2(Rj < 4ll&~/~xJ~,,(~) for all 
sufficiently small E. This means that we can apply the dominated 
convergence theorem (for Bochner integrals) to conclude that Ii---f 0 for 
each i (i.e., Vu(‘) + Vu in L,,, y,(Q)“) and so JjQI- A~(&‘“‘/~xi) dx dt + 
fJar JQ’~(c~u/~x~) dx dt. Let us now look at the first term JTjn 
- u(du’“‘/dt) dx dt. We use (vi) in the definition of solutions. If u E W:(Q) 
then we see that this term is flJn (h/i%) u(&)dxdt with au/&ELI(Q). We 
can use Fubini’s theorem to conclude that this in turn is equal to 
Since the second factor is uniformly bounded in L,(Q) for all E, and the 
first factor tends to au/at in Z.,(Q) we see that the above quantity tends to 
the same limit as 
T 
SJ 0 R; c(t) J,H;(u(x, t)) dx dt. 
But, by the dominated convergence theorem this tends to 
Is o* $(t)H;(u(x, t))dxdt= -j’ o (K ~(u,> dt. 
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Next, suppose that U(t) E C(B) for almost all t. 
T is au(E) -u--dxdt= oT(iiy.&‘) I ztc <&’ * J,H;(u)) dt. 0 s-2 at 
Let us, for the moment, not worry about the choice of the space Y. Let 
IV(‘) = pi’) * EJ,H;( U). One readily verifies that continuity of u on Q,=,$, for 
all O< c( < b < T, implies ,ug) * pi”) * <EJ,H;(u) --+ [H;(u) in the L ,(Q,) 
norm. We can apply the uniform boundedness theorem to the operators 
M’ -+ pt’ * phi) * J, w  together with the dominated convergence theorem to 
conclude that as E and 6 go to zero, the above integrals tend to 
ji (ii, [H;(U)) dt. There is one point which we have neglected. We must 
find a separable Banach space Y which contains all t-sections of 
ptJ * pi“ * cJ,Hb(u). This can be done most simply by restricting 6 and e 
to a countable family. For example, consider 6, = fi(~,) and E, + 0. If 0’ is 
separably valued, so is Hk(U) and hence, so are J,H,(U) and 
pi’) * J, Hk( U). Let Yi be the separable subspace of L,X (Q) which contains 
all values of j~(.~, 6,E1j * J,,H,( U). Then Y, the closed span of all Y,‘s, will be a 
satisfactory space since taking a convolution of pr’ with Y-valued functions 
yields other Y-valued functions. 
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